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Some Important Very Short Questions 

1. What are the things done in object-oriented analysis? 

Ans: During the object-oriented analysis, objects are identified and described 

in proper way. If the objects are identified efficiently then the next job of 

design will be easy. Object are identified with responsibilities which are the 

function to be performed by the object. 

2. What are the things done in object-oriented design? 

Ans: emphasis is given upon the requirement and fulfillment. It emphasizes 

on defining the software objects and how they are collaborating or interact 

to fulfill the requirement. After the association is complete the design is also 

complete. 

3. What is OOAD? 

Ans: Object Oriented Analysis and Design is an approach used in the analysis 

and design of an application or system through the use of the object-oriented 

paradigm including visual modeling. 

4. What do you mean by object modeling technique? [board 2020 makeup] 

Ans: object modeling technique is a methodology that focus on creating a 

object from real word scenario and use it on developing object oriented 

software such that there is no variation on work done in real world scenario 

and in software perspective.  

5. Define actor in use case diagram? [board 2016, 2017, 2018] 

Ans: an actor is something with behavior such as person, computer system 

or organization that use the service of the system or provide the service to 

the system. It specifies a role played by a user or any other system that 

interact with the subject. 

6. List three kinds of actor? [board 2018] 

Ans: primary actor, supporting actor and offstage actor 

7. What is use cases? 

Ans: Use case are scenario base technique for requirement discovery. It 

identifies the individual interacting the system and class of interaction. 

8. What is use case diagram? 
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Ans: Use case diagram is a type of behavioral diagram which is used to show 

the set of action that a system should perform in respect to one or more 

actor. It is the visual representation of how the one or more actor interact 

with the system 

9. List the relationship that can exist between use cases. [board 2019 

makeup] 

Ans: extends, include, generalization. 

10. What is UML? 

Ans: The Unified Modeling Language (UML) is general purpose, 

developmental modeling language in the field of software engineering which 

is intended to provide a standard way to visualize the design of the system. 

11. What is the use of UML? [board 2016] 

Ans: to visually represent a software artifact, to provide standard way of 

visualizing the design of the system.  

12. List out the three building blocks of UML? 

Ans: things, relationship and diagram. 

13. Define IS_A rule? 

Ans: All the member of the subclass set must be a member of their 

superclass. This is called Is-A rule. 

14. Define 100% rule? [board 2018] 

Ans: 100% of a superclass’s definition should be applicable to the subclass 

and the subclass must conform to 100% of the superclass.   

15. When is include use in use case diagram? [board 2018, 2019] 

Ans: when we need to reuse the common action across multiple use case and 

also to simplify the complex behavior include is used. It is denoted by writing 

<<include>> and arrow head pointing from base use case to child use case.  

16. When is extend use in use case diagram? 

Ans: when we need to show optional cases or conditional cases extend is 

used. It is denoted by <<extend>> on arrow head pointing from child use case 

to base use case.    
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17. What is a use of use case diagram? [board 2020 makeup] 

Ans: to show the set of action that a system should perform in respect to one 

or more actor. It shows the number of functional requirements that a system 

must requires in order to fulfill user needs.  

18. What artifact may start in Elaboration? 

Ans: artifact that may start in elaboration are domain model, design model, 

software architecture document, data model and UI prototypes. 

19. What is unified process (UP)? 

Ans: UP is a popular iterative and incremental software development 

framework which provides discipline approach to assigning task and 

responsibilities within a development organization. Its goal is to ensure the 

production of high quality of software that meets the user requirements 

within the predictable schedule and budget. 

20. List out the phases of UP? 

Ans: inception phase, elaboration phase, construction phase and transition 

phase.  

21. What artifact may start in inception? 

Ans: artifact that may start in inception are vision and business case, use-case 

model, supplementary specification, glossary, risk list and risk management 

plan, iteration plan, development case, phase plan, software development 

plan, prototype concept etc.  

22. What is done in inception phase? [model question 2017] 

Ans: In this phase business cases are identified and established for the system 

which includes success criteria, risk assessment, estimates of the resource 

needed, preparation of development environment, analysis of critical non- 

functional requirements, what function to include and what to exclude and 

phase plan showing dates of milestone. 

23. What is done in the elaboration phase? [board 2019 makeup] 

Ans: in elaboration phase, the problem domain is analyzed, sound 

architectural structure is established, project plan is developed, high risk 

elements of the project are eliminated and architectural design have to be 
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made with the understanding of system’s scope, functionality and non-

functional requirement. 

24. What is done in transition phase? 

Ans: In this phase the system is deployed to the target user. Feedback 

received from an initial release may results in further refinement to be 

incorporate over the course of several transition phase iteration. This phase 

also includes system conversion and user training. 

25. What do you mean by iterative development method? [board 2019] 

Ans: it is a type of development in which overall development of system is 

organized into a series of short, fixed length time known as iteration and 

outcome of each iteration is tested, integrated and execute as a partial 

system.  

26. Which UML diagram is used to describe functional requirement? [board 

2019 makeup] 

Ans: use case diagram  

27. What test can help find useful use cases? 

Ans: Boss test, EBP test, size test. 

28. What is domain object? 

Ans: software object that represents the things in the problem domain space 

with related business logic or domain logic methods is domain object.  

29. What is domain model? [board 2018] 

Ans: Domain model is the visual representation of conceptual class, real-

situation objects in a domain i.e. not a set of diagrams describing software 

classes or software object with responsibilities.  

30. What are the strategies to find out conceptual classes? [board 2019] 

Ans. The strategies to find out conceptual classes are reusing and modifying 

the existing model, using a category list, and identifying the noun phrase. 

31. Define conceptual class? [board 2017] 
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Ans: Conceptual class is an idea, thing or object or abstraction of concept 

from problem real world domain i.e. it is a class of idea or things which are 

view from real world situation not from software artifact.  

32. Define description class? 

Ans: such class which contains information that describe the contents of class 

or describe something else. For e.g. product description class that records 

the price, picture and text description of an item.  

33. When are specification conceptual classes required? [board 2019] 

Ans: when we have to model a real situation business processes, how the 

information is flow in real scenario but not from software perspective. 

34. Define activity diagram? [board 2017, model question 2017] 

Ans: Activity diagram is a graphical representation of workflow of stepwise 

activities and action with support for choice, iteration and concurrency. It 

shows the activity that make up the system process and flow of the control 

from one activity to another. 

35. What is the work of join and fork in activity diagram? 

Ans: the work of fork is to split single incoming flow into multiple concurrent 

flow and is represented in activity diagram as thick line. A join is used to joins 

multiple concurrent flows back into a single outgoing flow. A fork and join 

node used together are referred as synchronization. 

36. What is a use of activity diagram? [board 2018] 

Ans: to depict the activity flow of a system, modeling the business 

requirement, depict concurrent activities, investigating the business 

requirement at later stage, to model high level understanding of system’s 

functionalities.  

37. What does guard represent in activity diagram? 

Ans: Guards are the statement written next to the decision diamond symbol 

to indicate true or false condition. If the condition is true then an activity 

moves to next activity otherwise the activity can be terminated or moves to 

another activity indicate by false condition. 

38. What is dynamic model? [board 2017] 
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Ans: dynamic model is the model that express the behavior of the system 

over certain time. It shows the changes in the state in particular time and 

provide sequential passing of message between the object over time. It is 

concerned with change in the state of object with respect to time. Example: 

sequence diagram, state diagram and collaboration diagram. 

39. What is behavioral model? 

Ans: Behavioral model are model of the dynamic behavior of the system as 

it is executing. It captures the dynamic aspect of the system which can be 

described as moving or changing parts of the system. 

40. What is structural model? 

Ans: Structural model displays the organization of the system in terms of its 

components that makes up the system and their relationship. Structural 

model may be static model which shows the structure of the system design 

or dynamic model which shows the organization of the system when the 

system executing. 

41. Which UML diagram comes under structure model? 

Ans: class diagram, object diagram 

42. Which UML diagram comes under interaction model? 

Ans: sequence diagram and use case diagram 

43. What is Class? [model question 2017] 

Ans: Class is a classification of object which encapsulates the data and 

associated behavior. It gives the blue print or description of the object that 

can be created from it. A class consists of set of attributes and set of 

operation that reflect the behavior of object of class. 

44. What is object? [board 2016]  

Ans: An object is something that exist with the problem domain and can be 

identifies by data or behavior. Object can be modeled as a need of application 

45. What is system sequence diagram? 

Ans: A system sequence diagram is a visual or pictorial representation for a 

particular scenario of use case which shows the event that external actor 

generate, the order of such event and inter-system event. 
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46. What are the things that system sequence diagram specifies? 

Ans: external actors, message or methods invoked by actors, return value 

associated with previous message and indication of any loop or iteration. 

47. What is sequence diagram? 

Ans: Sequence diagram is an UML diagram that describes the flow of 

message, events and action between the objects 

48. Why is sequence diagram created or what is a use of sequence diagram? 

[model question 2017] 

Ans: it is created to visually represent the external event and internal event 

that system must handle and what operation system have to perform based 

on the event. It shows what the system does, not how it is done. 

49. Define interaction diagram? 

Ans: Interaction diagram is a type of behavioral diagram in UML which 

describes the different kind of interaction between different elements in the 

system. It illustrates how object interact with each other via message. 

50. What is a use of interaction diagram or objective of interaction diagram? 

[board 2020 makeup] 

Ans: to depict dynamic behavior of the system, to model high level 

interaction between active object in the system, to describe message flow in 

the system etc.  

51. List out different kinds of communication used in sequence diagram? 

[board 2020 makeup] 

Ans: synchronous communication, asynchronous communication.  

52. List out the types of interaction diagram? [board 2017] 

Ans: Sequence diagram and communication diagram.  

53. Define communication (collaboration) diagram? [board 2019] 

Ans: Communication diagram is kind of interaction diagram which shows the 

interaction between the object using the message in sequenced order in a 

free form arrangement. It illustrates the object interactions in a graph or 

network format in which object can be placed anywhere on the diagram. 
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54. What is class diagram? [board 2017] 

Ans: Class diagram are static diagram which represents the static view of the 

application and shows the collection of classes, interfaces, association, 

collaboration and constraints. The class diagram describes the attributes and 

operation of the class and also constrained imposed on the system. 

55. What is association? [board 2016] [board 2020 makeup] 

Ans: association is a connection between classes in a system or it is a 

connection between user and system. It is shown by straight solid line. 

56. List two types of common association? [board 2017]  

Ans: multiple association, bidirectional association 

57. What is generalization? 

Ans: It is a process of extracting common information from two or more 

classes and combining them into generalized super class. Sub class inherit the 

data and behavior of super class including its extra information. 

58. What is aggregation and composition? 

Ans: aggregation is a type of association in which aggregate parts need a 

component part in order to execute but component part can independently 

function. Composition is a strong kind of whole part aggregation in which 

object contains the other object and the contained object cannot exist 

without the existence of container object (composite part) i.e. if the whole 

part is deleted then all of its composite parts are deleted. 

59. When an aggregation is said to be composite aggregation? [board 2017]  

Ans: when the lifetime of parts becomes dependent on the life time of base 

part.  

60. How private, public, protected and packaged field are shown in class 

diagram? [board 2019 makeup]  

Ans: private field is shown by minus sign (-), public by plus sign (+) and 

protected by (#) sign and packaged field by (~) sign. 

61. What is attribute? 

Ans: attribute is a logical data value of an object which provides information 

requirements of the current scenarios.  
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62. What is derived attribute? 

Ans: Such attribute whose value is computed or produce from other 

attributes of other class or whose value is produced from other information. 

It is represented by ‘/’ symbol in UML. 

63. What is qualified association? 

Ans: type of association which contains qualifier (some terms) to distinguish 

the set of objects at the far end of the association based on the qualifier 

value.  

64. What is qualifier? 

Ans: The qualifier holds the list of association attribute each with a name and 

type and is visually represented as a rectangle attached to the qualified end 

of the association relationship. An association with the qualifier is a qualified 

association. 

65. What is classifier? 

Ans: classifier is a model element that describes behavioral and structure 

features.  

66. List out the two-common classifier in class diagram. 

Ans: regular classes and interface.  

67. What is the relationship that can exist between class? 

Ans: association, aggregation and generalization 

68. Differentiate between abstract and concrete class. [board 2019 makeup] 

Abstract Class Concrete Class 

such kind of class which cannot be 
instantiated and declares only the 
structure of a given abstraction 
without providing a complete 
implementation of every method 

Such kind of class that are 
instantiated and provide full 
implementation of methods 

Sub class or concrete class is used to 
provide implementation of method 
of their super abstract class. 

To use the service of concrete class, 
its method should be called.  

It is use for design purpose hiding 
implementation detail 

It is use for implementation purpose 
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It is declared by writing abstract 
keyword and shown in italic font in 
UML class diagram 

It is declared by writing class 
keyword with name of the class. 

 

69. What do you mean by visibility? 

Ans: A visibility is the ability of an object to see or have a reference to another 

object. For a sender object to send a message to receiver object, the sender 

must be visible to the receiver object i.e. the sender must have some pointer 

or reference to the receiver object 

70. What are the types of visibility? 

Ans: attribute visibility, parameter visibility, local visibility and global 

visibility. 

71. Define interface? 

Ans: Interface is a collection of methods of a class or component in which 

methods are only declared not implemented and specifies the set of services 

that may be provided by the class or component. 

72. What is abstract class? [board 2018]  

Ans: abstract class is such kind of class which cannot be instantiated and 

declares only the structure of a given abstraction without providing a 

complete implementation of every method. Implementation will be provided 

by its sub classes. In UML class diagram it is shown by italic font or by writing 

{abstract} on side of the class.  

73. How an abstract and static field is shown in class diagram? 

Ans: abstract field is shown by writing the field with italic font or by 

mentioning abstract word with opening and closing curly bracket beside the 

class box. Static field is shown by underline or using stereotype <<static>> 

on side of the field name.   

74. Define role in class diagram or what does role specify while assigning 

relationship between class. [board 2019 make up] [board 2020 makeup] 

Ans: A role name identifies an end of an association and ideally describes the 

role played by objects in the association. [give example of your choice] 
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75. List the possible relationship exist between the classes? [board 2019 

makeup] 

Ans. Multiple relation, multiplicity, generalization, composition, aggregation, 

reflexive association, directed association. 

76. What is layered architecture? [board 2018] 

Ans: layered architecture is a process of organizing the large-scale logical 

structure of a system into different layer based on the responsibilities with 

clean and cohesive separation of concerns such that the “lower” layers are 

low-level and general services, and higher layers are more application 

specific. 

77. What is layer? 

Ans: A layer is a very coarse-grained grouping of classes, packages or 

subsystem that have certain responsibility for a major aspect of the system. 

Layers are organized in such a way that higher layer takes the services of 

lower layer but not normally vice versa. 

78. What is logical architecture? 

Ans: Logical architecture is the large-scale organization of the software 

classes into packages, subsystems and layers. The UML package diagram 

notation is used to group all the software class into specific package. 

79. What is software architecture? 

Ans: A software architecture is the set of significant decisions about the 

organization of a software system, the selection of the structural element 

and their interfaces, hierarchical composition of smaller sub system to larger 

system and the architectural style that guides this organization. 

80. What are the benefits of using layers? 

Ans: maintain separation of concern, complexity is encapsulated and 

decomposable, lower layer contains reusable functions etc.  

81. List out a types of layer architecture. 

Ans: strict layered architecture, relaxed layered architecture. 

82. What is strict and relaxed layer architecture? 
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Ans: strict layered architecture is a kind of layer architecture in which a layer 

only calls upon the services of the layer directly below it. This kind of design 

is common in network protocol but not in the information system. 

Relaxed layered architecture is a kind of architecture in which a higher layer 

calls upon several lower layer or higher layer uses the services of multiple 

lower layer. 

83. What is package? [board 2016] 

Ans: Packages is a grouping of the element of system according to its function 

and such grouping is shown by the package diagram 

84. What is package diagram? 

Ans: Package Diagram is the kind of structural diagram which shows the 

structure, arrangement and organization of the designed system, subsystem, 

group of classes that forms the system, dependencies between the packages 

etc. 

85. What is a use of package diagram? [ board 2020 makeup]  

Ans: to show the structure, arrangement and organization of the system, to 

group a classes and dependencies between another package. It is mostly 

used to show both the structure and dependencies between the subsystem 

or modules and also different views of the system such as layered 

architecture, multi-tier application. 

86. What does <<import>> and <access>> depict in package diagram? 

Ans: <<import>> defines that one package imports the functionality of 

other package and importing process is public.  

<<access>> defines one package require help from function of other 

package and the importing process is private 

87. What do you mean by separation of concerns? 

Ans: it means that the architecture is layered according to the responsibilities 

or function they performed such as the “lower” layers are low-level and 

general services, and higher layers are more application specific.  

88. What is view layer? [board 2016] 
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Ans: it is a kind of layer that provides the general UI interface for the user 

input, creating the windows and widgets, capturing mouse and keyboard 

events etc. It triggers the event for the system which is generated by the user 

input and shows the responses provided by the system as per request 

89. What is domain layer? [board 2016] 

Ans: Domain layer is such kind of layer that contains the object with name 

and information similar to the real-world domain by assigning responsibilities 

of application logic (i.e. contains method or behavior) such that it can 

successfully handle application logic works 

90. Define responsibilities and method. 

Ans: Responsibilities are related to the behavior of an object in terms of its 

role. Responsibility defines what an object knows about itself and other and 

what an object must have to do. 

Methods are the service of the class that attempts to fulfill the 

responsibilities of class that either act alone or collaborate with other 

method and objects.  

91. Is the responsibility and method same thing? Justify 

Ans: Responsibility is not a same thing as method but methods are 

implemented to fulfill the responsibilities. Responsibilities are implemented 

by the means of method that either act alone or collaborate with other 

methods and objects. 

92. What are the types of responsibilities? 

Ans: doing and knowing 

93. Define GRASP 

Ans: It stands for General Responsibility Assignment Software Pattern which 

is the common standard principle for object design and responsibility. It is 

the fundamental principle which guides in assigning responsibility to 

collaborating objects. 

94. What does GRASP do? 

Ans: it guides on creating an object, information required to create an object 

or information needed by an object to control other object, assigning the 
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responsibility to collaborating object, types of dependency needed between 

the objects etc. 

95. List any five GRASP patterns. [board 2019] 

Ans: creator, information expert, low coupling, high cohesion and controller. 

96. What do you mean by creator, low coupling, high cohesion, information 

expert, and controller? 

Ans: creator is a type of grasp pattern for creating an object or instance of 

one class by assigning the responsibility to another class. This pattern assigns 

the responsibility to one class to create an instance of another class based on 

the certain condition. 

Information expert is a class that have sufficient information to fulfill the 

certain responsibility. It suggests assigning the responsibilities by clearly 

stating the responsibility. [board 2020 makeup] 

Low coupling is process of making an element independent from too many 

other elements. Low coupling supports the design of the classes that are 

more independent which reduces the impact of change.  

High cohesion is a process of assigning a highly related responsibilities to an 

element that does not do a tremendous amount of work i.e. responsibilities 

are divided among elements.  

97. What is coupling and cohesion? 

Ans: Coupling is the measure of how strongly one element is connected to, 

has knowledge of or relies on other elements. 

Cohesion is the measure of how strongly related and focused the 

responsibilities of an element are. 

98. What are the problems that may encounter when class is made high 

coupled? 

Ans: forced local change because of changes in related classes, harder to 

understand and harder to reuse.  

99. Why high cohesive design is needed? [board 2019, makeup 2019] 

Ans: because it divided the equal responsibilities between the classes such 

that only one class will not suffer from high load of responsibilities. High 
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cohesion helps to reduce the dependencies and also reduce the sole 

responsibility of class to complete complex task in one functional area.  

100. What are the problems that may encounter when classes are made 

low cohesive? 

Ans: harder to comprehend, hard to reuse and maintain, constantly affected 

by change etc.  

101. What is controller? 

Ans: A controller is the first object beyond the UI layer that is responsible for 

the receiving or handling a system operation message 

102. What is a role of creator? [board 2020 makeup] 

Ans: the role of creator is to accept the user input as event and translate the 

user input into request for the associated model or view. It is responsible for 

the receiving or handling a system operation message. 

103. What is design pattern? [model question 2017]  

Ans: Design pattern is a formal approach to describe a design problem and 

is proposed solution. Each pattern describes a problem which are commonly 

occurs during software development and then describes the core solution 

104. What is adapter pattern, singleton pattern, observer pattern? 

Ans: singleton pattern is a pattern that involves a single class which is 

responsible to create an object while making sure that only single object gets 

created. It restricts the instantiation of a class and ensures that only one 

instance of the class exist in the java virtual machine 

Adapter pattern is a type of pattern that involves a single class which is 

responsible to join the functionalities of independent or compatible 

interface. It works as a bridge between two or more incompatible interface 

and combines the capability of two independent interface. 

Observer pattern is a type of pattern that is used for notifying a state of an 

object whenever there is a change. It is used when there is one-to-many 

relationship between objects such as if one object is modified its dependent 

objects are to be notified automatically 

105. List out the types of (degree) of cohesion? 
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Ans: very low cohesion, low cohesion, high cohesion and moderate cohesion. 

106. List out types of design pattern. 

Ans: creational, structural and behavioral design pattern. 

107. When is structural pattern use? 

Ans: structural pattern is used when an interface and object composition 

have to be done to include new functionalities. It provides different ways to 

create structure of class. 

108.  Why low coupling is important? 

Ans: because It influences a choice in assigning the responsibility and 

encourages to assign the responsibility in such a way that its placement does 

not increase the dependency to a level that leads to the negative results.  

109. What is state diagram?  

Ans: a diagram which shows the dynamic view of the event and state of the 

things is state diagram. It illustrates the events and state of the object and 

the behavior of the object in reaction to an event 

110. What is a use of state diagram? 

Ans: A state diagram shows the lifecycle of an object, what event it 

experiences, its transition and the states it is in between those events.  

111.  Define events, state and transition. 

Ans: event is something that transits the state of an object. For e.g. a 

telephone receiver is taken off the hook. 

A state is the condition of an object at a particular moment of time. It is the 

time between events. For e.g. a telephone is in state of being idle after the 

receiver is placed on the hook and until it is taken off the hook 

Transition is a relationship between two states that indicates that when an 

event occurs, the object moves from the prior state to the subsequent state. 

For e.g. when the phone is hook off, the telephone is transit from the “idle” 

to “active” state. 

112. Define state dependent and state independent objects. 
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Ans: If an object always responds the same way to an event then it is 

considered as state independent (or modeless) with respect to that event. 

For e.g. if an object receives a message and the responding method always 

does the same thing. 

State dependent object are such object that react differently to events 

depending on their state or mode. For e.g. a telephone is very state 

dependent.  The phone’s reaction to pushing a particular button (generating 

an event) depends on the current mode of the phone i.e. whether it is in idle 

mode or in operating state. 

113. List out different events in state diagram. 

Ans: external events, internal events, temporal event. 

114. At what condition a collection class is modeled? [board 2020 

makeup] 

Ans: when there is one to many relationships between classes are common 

i.e. multiple object of class B is included in a class A, we need to model 

collection class. In Object oriented programming languages, these 

relationships are usually implemented with the introduction of collection 

object such as List or Map or simple array. 

115. Define operation contract. 

Ans: operation contract describes the detailed system behavior in term of 

state change to object in the domain model, after a system operation has 

executed. 

116. Define component and deployment diagram. [board 2018] 

Ans: deployment diagram is a UML diagram that shows the assignment of 

concrete software artifacts (such as executable file) to computational nodes 

(something with processing service). For e.g. communication between the 

host computer and server and communication network between them is 

shown by deployment diagram. 

Component diagram is a type of UML diagram that visualize the organization 

and relationship among the component in the system. 

117. What is component? 
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Ans: A component represents a modular part of a system that encapsulates 

its contents and whose manifestation is replaceable within its environment. 

It is shown as a rectangle with a keyword <<component>> and name of the 

component. 

118. What is provided interface and required interface in component 

diagram? 

Ans: A provided interface is a service provided by the component or it is the 

service that the component has and offer. It is modeled using a ball, labeled 

with the name, attached by a solid line to the component. 

A required interface is the type of service that an interface required from 

other in order to complete operations. It is modeled or shown using a socket, 

labelled with the name, attached by a solid line to the component. 

119. What is port in component diagram? 

Ans: port specifies a separate interaction point between the component and 

the environment and also between component and internal environment. It 

is shown by small square.  

120. What is artifact? 

Ans: Artifact is the specification of a physical piece of information such as 

file, binary executable file, jar file, table in the database, .exe file, scripts etc. 

It is shown by stereotype (<<artifact>>). 

121. What is realization? 

Ans: Realization is the relationship between two set of model element where 

one model represents the specification and other represents an 

implementation of later.   

122. What does external and internal view of component represent? 

Ans: An external view also known as black box view shows only the publicly 

visible properties and operations. It only shows the external environment of 

the component. It is shown by means of interface symbol sticking out of the 

component box. 

internal or white box view shows the all the realizing classes/ sub-

components that are nested within the component space. It shows all the 

internal environment of the component. 
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123. What is the application of component and deployment diagram?  

Ans: deployment diagram shows which software elements are deployed by 

which hardware element, provide a view of hardware topology, model a 

hardware details for the client/server system etc.  

Component diagram emphasizes the service behavior as it relates to the 

interface, visualize the component of the system, describes the organization 

and relation of components.  
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